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Ibaraki [1] msdp (smsdp)
(ap) (ddp)








(nd-smsdp, nd-pmsdp, nd-lmsdp, nd-assdp) 3 nd-ddp
nd-sdp ( )
2
(nd-ddp) 4 : $\Upsilon=(\Sigma, S, f, Opt_{1})$ ,
$Opt_{1}=\min$ $\max$
$\Sigma$ : ( );
$\Sigma^{*}$ : ;
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$\Sigma^{*}\ni\epsilon$ : $0$ ; $\Sigma^{*}\supset S$ : ;
$f$ : $Sarrow R^{1}$ :
$f(x)=Opt_{2}f_{A(x)}(x)=Opt_{2}\{f_{i}(x)|i\in A(x)\}\Rightarrow Opt_{1},$
$Opt_{2}=\min$ or ${\rm Max}$
$A(x=a_{1}\cdots a_{n})\ni i=i_{1}\cdots$ :
$A(x)=A(y)\Rightarrow A(xz)=A(yz), \forall z\in\Sigma^{*}$
$M=(Q, \Sigma, q_{0}, ST, Q_{F})$
$Q$ : ; $Q\ni q_{0}$ : ;
$ST\subset Q\cross Qx\Sigma,$ $(q, r, a)\in ST;Q\supset Q_{F}$ :
$(q, r, a)\in ST$ $q$ $a$ $r$
(nd-sdp) (nd-fa)
: $\Pi Opt_{1}=(M, h, \xi_{0}, Opt_{1})$ ,
$M=(Q, \Sigma, q_{0}, ST, Q_{F})$ : ;
$h:R^{1}\cross ST:\Pi$
$h(\xi, q, r, a):(q, r, a)\in ST$ (
$R^{1}\ni\xi_{0}$ : $q_{0}$
$Opt_{2}\overline{h}_{q0;Y(q0,x)}(x)=Opt_{2}\{\overline{h}_{q0;\sigma}(x)|\sigma\in Y(q_{0}, x), \pi(\sigma)\in Q_{F}\}\Rightarrow Opt_{1},$
$Opt_{1},$ $Opt_{2}=\min$ or ${\rm Max}$ , $x=a_{1}a_{2}\cdots a_{k}$ ,
$Y(q_{0}, x)=\{r_{1}r_{2}\ldots r_{k}|(q_{0}, r_{1}, a_{1})\in ST,$
$(r_{1}, r_{2}, a_{2})\in ST,$ $\ldots(r_{k-1}, r_{k}, a_{k})$ $\in ST$}:
$\overline{h}_{q0;\mu}(\epsilon)=\xi_{q0}$ , $\mu$ $0$
$\overline{h}_{q0;\sigma r}(xa)=h(h_{q0;\sigma}(x), \pi(\sigma), r, a),$ $\sigma\in Y(q_{0}, x),$ $(\pi(\sigma), r, a)\in ST(\sigma r\in Y(q_{0}, xa))$ ,
$\pi$ $(\sigma$ $)$ : $\sigma$
$M$ $M$ $x$
$M$ $\{x\in\Sigma^{*}|\exists\sigma\in Y(q_{0}, x)s.t. \pi(\sigma)\in Q_{F}\}$ $F(M)$




$\xi_{1}\leq\xi_{2}\Rightarrow h(\xi_{1}, q, r, a)\leq h(\xi_{2}, q, r, a)$ for $\forall(q, r, a)\in ST$
(nd-msdp) $h$ :
$\xi_{1}<\xi_{2}\Rightarrow h(\xi_{1}, q, r, a)<h(\xi_{2}, q, r, a)$ for $\forall(q, r, a)\in ST$
(nd-smsdp)
$h(\xi_{1}, q, r, a)\geq\xi$ for $\forall\xi\in R^{1},$ $\forall(q, r, a)\in ST$
$\Pi$ (nd-pmsdp) $|F(\Pi Opt_{1})|<\infty$
$(F(\Pi Opt):g\beta E\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{\square }^{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}})$ $*$ 1$=$ $\Pi$ $3\not\in\grave{t}*E’ \mathbb{E}\triangleright-\vee 77^{1})-E^{-}-w\grave{J},\grave{I}$ ($nd$-lmsdp)
$\circ$
$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ f $*\grave{}\not\in$
Ibaraki [2]
(nd-msdp)
$G_{k+1}(q)= \min_{x=a_{1}\cdots a_{k}a_{k+1}}\{{\rm Max}[\overline{h}_{q0;\sigma r}(x’a_{k+1})|\sigma\in Y(q_{0};x’)$ ,
$\sigma r\in Y(q_{0};x’a_{k+1}), \pi(\sigma r)=q\},$
$G_{k}(p)= \min_{x=a_{1}\cdots a_{k}}\{{\rm Max}[\overline{h}_{q0;\sigma}(x)|\sigma\in Y(q_{0};x), \pi(\sigma)=p\},$
([3] ) :
$G_{k+1}(q) = \min_{p,a_{k+1}}\{{\rm Max}[h(G_{k}(p),p, q’, a_{k+1})|(p, q’, a_{k+1})\in ST\}$
$= \min_{p,a_{k+1}}\{h(G_{k}(p),p, q, a_{k+1})|(p, q, a_{k+1})\in ST\},$
$G_{k+1}(q_{0}) = \min[\xi_{0},\min_{p,a_{k+1}}\{{\rm Max}[h(G_{k}(p),p, q’, a_{k+1})|(p, q_{)}’a_{k+1})\in ST\}]$
$= \min[\xi_{0},\min_{p,a_{k+1}}\{h(G_{k}(p),p, q_{0}, a_{k+1})|(p, q_{0}, a_{k+1})\in ST\}].$
(nd-smsdp)
(nd-assdp)
1 $h(\xi, q, a)=\xi 0\psi(q, r, a)$
(nd-sdp) (nd-assdp) $\circ$ 2
:
(i) $(A, 0)$ : $0$ : $A\cross Aarrow A$ , ( ) $(aob)oc=ao(boc)$ ;
(ii) $\exists e(0)\in A$ : $aoe(0)=e(\circ)oa=a\forall a\in A$ ;
(iii) $a\in A$ $\exists a^{-1}$ : $aoa^{-1}=a^{-1}oa=e(0)$ ;
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(iv) : $a\circ b=b\circ a$ $\forall a,$ $b\in A$ ;
(v) : $a_{1},$ $a_{2}\in A,$ $a_{1}<a_{2}\Rightarrow aoa_{1}<aoa_{2}$
1 (ap): $0=+,$ $A=R^{1},$ $e(\circ)=0,$ $a^{-1}=-a(a\in R^{1})$ .
2 (mp): $0=\cross,$ $A=\{a|a>0\},$ $e(\circ)=1,$ $a^{-1}=1/a(a\neq 0)$ .
3 (map): $aob=a+b-ab,$ $A=\{a|a<1\},$ $e(0)=0,$
$a^{-1}= \frac{a}{(a-1)}(a\neq 1)$ .
4 (fp): $a \circ b=\frac{a+b}{1+ab},$ $A=(-1,1),$ $e(\circ)=0,$ $a^{-1}=-a(a\in(-1,1))$ .
(nd-sdp) $\Pi Opt_{1}=(M, h, \xi_{0}, Opt_{1})$
nd-ddp $\Upsilon_{Opt_{1}}=(\Sigma, S, f, Opt_{1}),$ $f(x)=Opt_{2}f_{A(x)}(x)$
$F(\Pi Opt_{1})=\{x|\exists\sigma\in Y(q_{0}, x), s.t.\pi(\sigma)\in Q_{F}\}=S,$
$\overline{h}_{q ;Y(q0;x)}(x)=f_{A(x)}(x)\forall x\in S,$
$\overline{h}_{q0;Y(q0;x)}(x)=\{h_{q0;\sigma}(x)|\sigma\in Y(q_{0};x)\}, f_{A(x)}(x)=\{f_{i}(x)|i\in A(x)\},$
(nd-sdp) $\Pi 0pt_{1}$ 2$\hslash)$’ $\ni\not\in$ nd-ddp TOpt$1=$
$(\Sigma, S, f, Opt_{1}),$ $f(x)=Opt_{2}f_{A(x)}(x)$ 3$\Phi$gf$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$
$Opt_{2}\overline{h}_{q0;Y(q0;x)}(x)=Opt_{2}f_{A(x)}(x)\forall x\in S,$
$Opt_{1}\{Opt_{2}\overline{h}_{q0;Y(q0;x)}(x)|x\in F(\Pi Opt_{1})\}=Opt_{1}\{Opt_{2}f_{A(x)}(x)|x\in S\},$
3 nd-ddp nd-sdp
:
2 $\Sigma(*\Pi- D- f\llcorner\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} 2f,\neq 7\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\grave{}\acute{})\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$n ;8 $f,Opt_{1}$ ), $f(x)=Opt_{2}\{f_{i}(x)|i\in A(x)\}l_{\overline{L}}$
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$xR_{S}y \Leftrightarrow \{z|xz\in S\}=\{z|yz\in S\}$
$xR_{T_{f_{i}}}y \Leftrightarrow xR_{s}y\wedge(f_{ij}(xz)=f_{ij}(yz)\forall ij\in A(xz)=A(yz), \forall xz\in S)$ ,
$i\in A(x)=A(y)$ .
: $xRy\Rightarrow$ xzRyz $\forall z\in\Sigma^{*}$ , $S$ : $xRy\Rightarrow(x\in S\Leftrightarrow y\in S)$





$x\in\Sigma^{*}$ $A(x)$ $A(x)\subset A^{n},$
$|A|<\infty$ $x\in\Sigma^{*}$ $i\in A(x)$ $h_{i}’(x)$
( $h_{A()}$ (): $\Sigma^{*}arrow 2^{R}$ ; ) $\circ$ $A(x),$ $h_{i}’(x)$ 2
$R_{h’}$
$xR_{h’}y\Leftrightarrow A(x)=A(y)\wedge h_{i}’(x)=h_{i}’(y) , \forall i\in A(x)$,
$\overline{h}_{q0;Y(q0;x)}(x)=h_{A(x)}’(x) , \forall x\in\Sigma^{*}$ , (1)
nd-sdp $\Pi Ot_{1}^{=(M,h,\xi_{0},Opt_{1})}$
$T\wedge R_{h’}\in\Lambda(\Sigma^{*}) ^{}\backslash \ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{f-}\llcorner$
$T\in\Lambda_{F}(\Sigma^{*})$ (1)
:
$\forall\rho\in Y(q_{0};x),$ $\exists_{1}i\in A(x)$ st. $\overline{h}_{q0;\rho}(x)=h_{i}’(x)$
$\forall i\in A(x),$ $\exists_{1}\rho\in Y(q_{0};x)$ st. $h_{i}’(x)=\overline{h}_{q0;\rho}(x)$




$ndd^{\backslash }\Pi O^{\wedge}=(M, h^{\grave{J}_{f_{\xi}^{l-}}}Opt_{1})\iota_{t_{-}}^{arrow}$$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} g_{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} fE f_{\tilde{L}}}^{=(\Sigma,S,f,O}3\not\in RE^{4}|*\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{B}*ffi^{\backslash}\backslash *\not\in,$









$(\forall x, y\in S)(x(T\wedge R_{f_{i}})y\Rightarrow xR_{\Upsilon_{f_{i}}}y)$ (2)
$T\in A_{F}(S)$
$xR_{f_{t}y}\Leftrightarrow A(x)=A(y)\wedge f_{i}(x)=f_{i}(y)\forall i\in A(x)$
nd-ddp $\Upsilon_{\min}=(\Sigma, S, f, \min),$ $\Sigma=\{1,2, \ldots, N\}\ni i$ : $i$ $S=\{x\in\Sigma^{*}|x=$
$yN,$ $y\in\Sigma^{*}\},$ $A(x=j_{1}j_{2}\cdots j_{k})=\{i|i=i_{1}i_{2}\cdots i_{k},$ $i_{1}\in T_{1j_{1}},$ $i_{2}\in T_{j_{1}j_{2}},$
$\ldots,$
$i_{k}\in$
$T_{j_{k-1}j_{k}}\},$ $T_{ij}=\{t_{ij}^{1}, t_{ij}^{2}, \ldots, t_{ij}^{l}\},$ $f_{i}(x=j_{1}j_{2}\cdots j_{k})=i_{1}oi_{2}o\cdots oi_{k},$ $i\in A(x),$ $f(x=$
ili$2^{\cdot}.$ $j_{k}N)={\rm Max}\{f_{i}(x)|i\in A(x)\}={\rm Max} f_{A(x)}$ (x) $\Rightarrow$ minimize
( 1 )
1: ( $T_{m\dot{m}}$ )
$T$




nd-sdp $\Pi_{\min}=(M(Q, \Sigma, q_{0}, ST, Q_{F}), h, \xi_{0}, \min)$ :
$Q=\{(q_{1}, \mu),$ $(q_{2}, i_{1}),$
$\ldots,$
$(q_{N}, i_{N})|q_{i}$ : node, $i_{1},$ $i_{2},$ $\ldots,$ $i_{N}\in A\}$
$q_{1}$ : initial node, $Q_{F}=\{(q_{N}, i_{N})|i_{N}\in A\}$
$h(\xi, (q_{k}, i), (q_{l},j), l)=\xi\circ j, j\in T_{kl},$
$\xi$o $=$ e $(\circ$ $)$ : $\circ$ : $A\cross Aarrow A$ ; 2
$x=j_{1}j_{2}\ldots j_{k}N\in S$
$\overline{h}_{q0;\mu r_{1}}(j_{1})=h(\xi_{0}, q_{0}, (j_{1}, i_{1}),j_{1})=\xi_{0}\circ i_{1}=e(\circ)\circ i_{1}$
$\overline{h}_{q ;\mu r_{1}r}2(j_{1}j_{2})=h(\overline{h}_{q ;\mu r_{1}}(j_{1}), (j_{1}, i_{1}), (j_{2}, i_{2}),j_{2})$
$=\overline{h}_{q ;\mu r_{1}}(j_{1})\circ i_{2}=e(\circ)\circ i_{1}\circ i_{2}$
$\overline{h}_{q0;\mu r_{1}r_{2}\ldots r_{k}r_{k+1}}(j_{1}j_{2}\ldots j_{k}N)=\overline{h}_{q0;\mu r_{1}r_{2}\ldots r_{k}}(j_{1}j_{2}\ldots j_{k})\circ i_{N}$
$=i_{1}oi_{2}\circ\cdots oi_{k}\circ i_{N}=f_{i}(x=j_{1}j_{2}\cdots j_{k}N)$
$\overline{h}_{q0;Y(q0,x)}(x)=f_{A(x)}(x) , x\in S$
$\Pi_{\min}$ (nd-assdp)
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